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STUDIO INCAMMINATI IN YOUR TOWN
Form Painting with the Figure
Darren Kingsley
3rd Street Gallery / Carnegie, PA
March 21–25 ◆ 9 a.m.– 4 p.m.
Tuition $550
This workshop focuses on the principles essential to transform abstract flat
shapes into fully dimensional form. Students will study the figure in a way
which allows the translation of a 3 dimensional world into a 2 dimensional
painting that conveys the fullest possible sculptural form.
Students will focus on painting the figure with a complete range of values and
develop the ability to make accurate, relative value calibrations. The focus is
on structure, anatomy, proportion, light direction, handling of edges, abstract
movements through the figure, composition and an understanding of basic
and complex forms of the figure.
These concepts are executed through an application of opaque and semi
opaque paint in the light and shadow areas. Control of the paint is a priority
and is essential to achieving the required goals. The class will be taught with a limited palette of colors to keep the emphasis on
the development of form.
Guest Instructor and Studio Incamminati graduate Darren Kingsley’s paintings hang in the collections of Lucasfilm Ltd., the film
production company founded by Star Wars creator George Lucas, and The Union League of Philadelphia as well as numerous private
collections. See Darren’s work at www.darrenkingsley.com

Studio Incamminati artist and Instructor Darren Kingsley will be conducting a 3 hour Portrait demo 6–9 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 23rd at the 3rd Street Gallery which is free to workshop participants and $15 to the general public.

For details and online registration visit www.StudioIncamminati.org
Register with Visa, MasterCard, AmEx or Discover by calling Studio Incamminati at 215-592-7910

Classes are at the 3rd Street Gallery ◆ 220 3rd Street ◆ Carnegie, PA 15106
www.3rdstreetgallery.net
Studio Incamminati is accredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and Design,
Licensed (registered) by the Pennsylvania State Board of Private Licensed Schools and recognized as a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization.
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Dedicated to drawing, composition and color
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